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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1964962A1] Front loader household washing machine comprising an outer cabinet (1) with a tub and a drum, both provided with
respective openings (2,3) which correspond each other, a third opening placed on the front side of said cabinet, a door rotating on a first hinge on
an edge of said third opening (4), a spiker, placed on a portion of the inner surface of the frame of said door, selectively controllable clasping means
placed on the inner surface of said cabinet in correspondence to the portion of the inner edge of said third opening, able to selectively block/unblock
said spiker (6) when said (5) door is closed, control means able for disengaging said clasping means, a pressure device, as a second door placed
on the outer surface of said door and actionable by a pressure inwards, or as a button placed on the outer surface of said door; on the inner portion
of said pressure device a prolonged element (30) is placed, able of being inserted into said clasping means (8), which are provided with a sliding
element (15), actionable by the prolonged element, to disengage the engaging means by pushing the pressure device.
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